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Fall Apart
Every Avenue

C#                               F#
Electrified, we burn all night
B flat minor                  G#
Paralyzed by black and white
      C#                       F#
But who are you, and who am I
B flat minor                  G#
Electrified, we burn all night

                     C#                  
I want you to fall apart like I did
           F#
You to hurt for all of this
            B flat minor
All the pain you put me through
                     G#
I wanna hear you say
I don t deserve you
C#                
Fall apart like I did
            F#  
You to hurt for all of this
            B flat minor              
All the pain you put me through
                  G#
I wanna hear you say
I don t deserve you
C#               
Fall apart

C#                           F#
Terrified by waking eyes
B flat minor                         G#
The empty space you left behind
     C#                        F#
But who are you, and who I am
B flat minor               G#
Terrified by waking eyes

                     C#                  
I want you to fall apart like I did
           F#
You to hurt for all of this
            B flat minor
All the pain you put me through
                     G#
I wanna hear you say



I don t deserve you
C#                
Fall apart like I did
            F#  
You to hurt for all of this
            B flat minor              
All the pain you put me through
                  G#
I wanna hear you say
I don t deserve you
C#
Fall apart

B flat minor   G#      C#     F#   
Oh                oh oh, ohhh oh
B flat minor   G#      C#     F#   
Oh                oh oh, ohhh oh
C#
Electrified, we burn all night

                     C#                  
I want you to fall apart like I did
           F#
You to hurt for all of this
            B flat minor
All the pain you put me through
                     G#
I wanna hear you say
I don t deserve you
C#                
Fall apart like I did
            F#  
You to hurt for all of this
            B flat minor              
All the pain you put me through
                  G#
I wanna hear you say
I don t deserve you
C#
Electrified, we burn all night


